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sublimated,. but it will be there.   We must not indulge in
prophecies and speculation. In this book we are not concerned
with  that possible  but  improbable  animal,  Homo sapiens,
who may rise indeed in revolt against old Mother Nature and
try to wrest his destiny out of her hands. But we are dealing
with an animal living far below the intellectual level of any
such Satanic revolt. We are concerned with our specimen of
Homo Tewler and his individual impulse to exist as emphatically
as he could in society as he found it.
That amiable philosopher, Adler, dealing with problems
of education and general behaviour rather than with sexual
aberrations, thrust much of the Freud-Jung psychology into
a minor r61e, and concentrated upon what he called the
" inferiority complex ". But he seems to have thought of it
as something to a large extent curable, whereas in truth, with
all the social Hominida, up to and including every living
specimen of Homo Tewler, great or little or bond or free, it is an
integral part of their make-up.
" I exist," says this innate complex,  " but do  I  exist
importantly enough ?  Are these creatures about me getting
the better of me, pushing in front of me ? This I must not and
cannot stand. Do they realise my existence ? " This is some-
thing over and above every other urgency. It can blend with
and pervade the sexual complex. Dogs, other social animals,
betray an inferiority complex, but to nothing like the same
extent as Homo. Edward Albert's hatred of his college teachers
and lecturers was one of its manifestations.   He detested
concerts because he had to sit still while the performers, as he
put it, " showed off'*.  He detested most of the people at a
concert because they affected a discriminating taste for music
and so got away with it. They were Beastly Prigs and so the
wound was healed. Few conductors realise the little spots of
hatred  scattered   through   the   audiences   they  dominate.
Singers particularly, Edward Albert loathed. He would have
produced horrible parodies of the sounds they made had he
dared. The dear old British B.B.C. at its virtuous outset tried
to give the English Tewlers improving doses of classical music.
The Tewlers in their millions protested with passion.   What

